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NIGERIA’S
Christian Publishing Market

Lekan Otufodunrin (lekanagency@yahoo.com), of Journalists for Christ, Lagos,
Nigeria, reports on one of the world’s biggest markets for Christian books,
including the locally published and reprint titles pictured here.
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ith a population of over
120 million, of which
some 52 percent—per
Operation World—are
Christians, Nigeria is
arguably one of the biggest markets for
Christian publications, not only in the
African continent, but worldwide.

A growing market
The literacy rate is about 40 percent,
and the income level is quite low—the
average Nigerian lives on less than one
dollar per day. Still, the volume of books
imported and published in the country
is estimated to be over 10 million copies
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per year. Accurate sales figures are not
readily available, as there are various levels of uncoordinated book sales thriving
in the country.
Along major streets in metropolitan
cities like Lagos, Nigeria's former capital
with a population of over 10 million,
Christian books compete with secular
newspaper and magazine sales. Motivational books have the greatest success.
“Everybody wants to prosper, to do
well in their endeavors and to have a
peaceful marital life. They are always
ready to buy books,” says Samson Adetona, a street retailer in Lagos.
Christian books are sold at major bus
terminals and in offices, especially in
Southern Nigeria with its predominantly
Christian population. The North has a
majority Muslim population, and there
Christians face various forms of persecution, including the inability to freely
distribute gospel publications. Even so,
the astronomical growth of churches in
Nigeria, especially those in Pentecostal
movements, has boosted demand for
Christian books.
“We have witnessed tremendous
growth in the market. New members are
signing up almost every week,” says
Esther Olumide Aworinde, president of
the Christian Booksellers Association of
Nigeria (CBA Nigeria).
Apart from the official CBA membership figure of 89 retailers, 41 suppliers
and 16 distributors, there are hundreds

of

other large- and small-scale Christian
booksellers and publishers in Nigeria.
Nigeria's CBA membership is the
largest after the United States, Canada,
and Britain, with a contingent of as
many as 50 participants at the CBA
International Convention.

Foreign dominance
More than 80 percent of the Christian titles available to customers are
imports and foreign reprints. Local
reprints comprise about 15 percent of all
titles, while the remaining five percent
is made up of indigenous titles, which
are mainly in English, with a few in
local languages like Yoruba spoken in
the western part of the country. There
are, however, Bibles printed in various
local languages across the country.
Print runs vary depending on the
capital base of each publisher and
importer. On the average, however,
print runs for imported titles and foreign reprints are about 5,000, local
reprints 10,000, while local indigenous

titles are mostly between 1,000 to 3,000
copies.
Leading Christian book publishers
and importers in the country include
Joint Heirs Publishers, Evangel, Eddysil,
Billtop Prints and Publishers, and Bisso
Nigeria Limited. They all import and
reprint foreign titles that are in high
demand. They are not known to publish
local authors or in local languages.

Indigenous efforts
Nigerian Christian authors and publishers struggle to get a fraction of the
market. While some popular church
leaders who engage in self-publishing
obtain patronage from church members
and others, many local authors and publishers find it difficult to break even.
“Nigeria is certainly a viable market
for Christian publishing,” says Tosin
Awolalu, a book publisher and former
director of communications for West
African Theological Seminary, Lagos,
“but it is capital intensive,” due to high
production and distribution costs.
“Local titles suffer from insufficient promotion and marketing,” he added.
Nigerian publishers typically do not
budget enough for promotion, and there
are no trade journals or brochures apart
from foreign publications. While some
initiatives exist to improve local publications, there is no national network of
Christian publishers or writers, though

CBA Nigeria has at times provided training for local writers.
Bola Akin John, president of Church
Growth Services, and a local publisher of
more than 10 local titles on church
growth, says there is a great need to
encourage local publishing.
“Imported titles do not address issues
from African perspectives,” says Akin
John. “They are far from [our] reality.
We need more local writers who will not
be deterred by the challenges. If we publish locally, and promote [our books]

well enough, they will sell. After all, foreign titles sell because of promotions.”
Poor packaging also hinders sales of
local books. Some Christian book outlets
do not even sell local books, while those
who sell say customers are not buying.
“We encourage sales of local books,
but our customers are just not buying.
We incur losses stocking such books, as
our customers do not find them attractive or original in content,” says Dotun
Bamgbose, manager of Agape Bookshop,
in Lagos.

FIGHTING FRAUD
ith the advent of military rule in Nigeria in 1963, the
country’s developing book publishing industry stalled. The
economy declined. As transportation costs rose, importation became more difficult and expensive. Since imported books did
not meet the demands of the market, some began local reprinting of
titles, often without permission. This also ocurred in the Christian book
industry.
CBA Nigeria is working closely with the Nigeria Copyright Commission to ensure that the scourge of fraud is curbed and the Christian
publishing industry sanitized. To this end:
1. No exhibitor is allowed to display products that are reproduced
in Nigeria at the CBA national conventions, unless evidence of copyright is made available to the national office. The association insists
that reprints maintain a standard of high quality.
2. CBA Nigeria investigates claims of copyright violations, asking
suspect publishers to provide information on the status of their books,
and the conditions upon which they were released. While copyright
violators might claim private business agreements, too often they
ignore clauses relative to royalties, exclusivity, territory, etc.
3. Confirmed pirated books are banned from CBA Nigeria member stores, and violators are sanctioned. CBA Nigeria has even
seized such goods from companies that came to participate at the
bookfairs it organized.
4. CBA Nigeria is poised for greater alliance with The Nigerian
Copyrights Commission which will soon be empowered to deal with
offenders directly, without the long and sometimes porous legal structure that they battle with right now.
5. The association appeals for the right owners to be cautious in
the release of rights to Nigerian partners, and encourages publishers
to contact CBA Nigeria for information as needed, to prevent fraud.
CBA Nigeria seeks the cooperation of the international community for
the great task of getting the printed Gospel to the whole world.
—Justice Okoronkwo, CBA Nigeria
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“The Church is not as traditional as
it used to be,” says Bamgbose. “Pastors
these days preach about issues affecting
people's lives, such as how to be successful in business endeavors, so people
want to buy such books. They are no
longer as interested in classic Christian
living materials as they are in foreignauthored motivational books.”
To achieve high volume sales, most
publishers find it more viable to secure
permission to reprint foreign books than
to seek national authors.

copyright violations. Many unscrupulous publishers reprint popular titles.
“Most people involved in pirating
books without due authorization want
to profit where they did not sow. They
are not bothered by business ethics as
long as they can make their gains,” says
Ayodele Aluko, public relations officer of
the western region of CBA Nigeria.
The activities of copyright violators
have made it impossible for genuine
copyright owners to recoup their investments. The pirated copies of books are
usually cheaper than the authorized
copies on which a large royalty advance
has been paid, and even more spent, to
ensure high quality.
CBA Nigeria is committed to curtailing—if not totally stopping—the piracy
of Christian books.
“We want violators arrested before
they destroy our image,” says Aworinde,
CBA Nigeria president.

United States, Britain and Canada. Nelson Clemens, general manager of the
CLC bookshop, in Freetown, Sierra
Leone, comfirmed that he sources some
of the books he sells from Nigeria.
Indeed, Richard Crabbe, the former
general manager of African Christian
Press (ACP) in Ghana, and now a senior
information officer with the World
Bank, confirmed the vastness of the
Nigeria Christian publishing market
while explaining ACP’s distribution
plan.
“The most critical target is Nigeria.
One in four Africans is Nigerian, so distribution there is strategic for spreading
the Gospel effectively for all of Africa.”
CBA’s first Pan-African CBA convention, to take place in Abuja, Nigeria's
capital, from May 30 to June 2, 2004,
underscores this market’s potential.

A regional force
Nigeria is a major source of books in
the West African region. Not less than
60 percent of Christian books imported
to Africa are believed to be to Nigeria.
Publishers in Nigeria have the regional
rights to reprint many books from the

Copyright woes
Ironically, the large market for Christian publications has given rise to a lot
of abuse. Piracy of Christian books is
presently booming, despite the combined efforts of CBA Nigeria and the
new Copyright Commission to check
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e have our own publishing house,
where every month we print 70,000
copies of books I have authored.
These books are distributed in Nigeria as well
as in 30 other African countries. More than
4 million copies have been sold to date.
—David O. Oyedepo
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“Nigeria’s Christian market is a force
to be reckoned with, in terms of the
opportunities for sales it affords,”says
Aworinde. Despite various challenges,
the CBA Nigeria president is confident
that the Christian publishing market
will continue to flourish and improve
on a variety of levels. ❖

